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SunHosta TM, PPAF is a medium size variegated Hosta that performs best in the full sun and hot, humid 
conditions of the Southeast. Plants will express its full white variegation in full sun only. SunHosta has 
very low cold requirements comparing to other Hosta varieties. It will stay vegetative under short days 

during winter months in South Florida. In other areas with occasional freezes plants will go dormant 
during winter months and reemerge bigger in early April. At the same time one can expect very similar 

performance to other hosta varieties in the North except for the full sun tolerance. A very strong 
drought tolerance makes this plant even more attractive for landscapers.  The SunHosta should also do 

very well in Southern LA and Eastern/Southern Texas where it is hot and humid during summers and 
where other Hostas don't grow very well. Most likely they will go dormant in all places that experience 

frost unlike South Florida where this variety stays green year around.  

105 cp  (Minimum 4 trays; 1 box)

 9 pack  (Min. 40 trays; 10 boxes) 

FOB: Naples, FL 
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9 pack 
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From our supplier: We are finding that a 105 liner, once transplanted into a somewhat larger cell (9pack), and grown under lights (night interruption) for a number of weeks, yields a really beefy “superliner” that will finish in a trade gallon (2.5 QT) in as little as 6 weeks in March (rooted to the bottom with new top growth, but no flowers). If held several more weeks they will begin to spike but we prefer to sell them w/o flower spikes (more density on our trucks and customers seem to treat the advent of flowers as a bonus!).
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